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1.1 During the day two men, one

of whom is dressed like a

superhero, are casually

walking down the street.

One of them is wearing a

blue and yellow outfit with

lightning bolts on it. His

long white/blond hair moved

by his own movements and a

slight breeze. Next to him,

an older man in his white suit

and fedora, is listening to

him speak.

Caption: Millenium City, sometime

in the near future.

Caption: In the wake of the

destruction of Detroit a new

city was build in order to show

the world that the United States

goverment would not crumble under

any oppressor. In this case, the

evil Dr. Destroyer managed to wipe

the old city off of the map.

1.2 Both still walk, though Bolter

now walks backwards and waves

with his arms trying to

explain something to George

Foswell.

Caption: Nowadays, many

superheroes flock towards this

beacon of hope in order to make a

name for themselves. However, they

are not the only ones trying to

become wellknown and protect the

world. There are also those who

would love nothing more than to

rule the world or even destroy it.

1.3 A huge shadow appears over

both Bolter and George and

both try to catch a glimpse

of what it is. Bolter turns

his head around as soon as

possible.

Caption: Luckily, there are

usually a couple of superheroes

around.

BOLTER

What the...?

1.4 George jumps out of the way

while trying to input some

data into his wristband.

Bolter gets hit by a car and

is smashed into a wall.

(Sound effect)

Crash!

1.5 A huge creature is standing

in front of George with the

sunlight in his back, making

it impossible to discern his

features.

1.6 A close up of George, who

has a slight sneer on his

face, shows him powering up

a shield.
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1.7 We see a crumpled car lodged

into a wall, but behind

the car we see small sparks

emerge.

GEORGE FOSWELL

Are you alright Bolter?
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2.1 The car is blast away towards

the towering attacker through

the use of electrifying

powers.

2.2 He smashes it away.

2.3 In a small close up we see

it’s face. A contorted mess

and seemingly demonic. It’s

eyes are lit up with a bright

green neon-esque light. Horns

sprout from the top of it’s

skull.

2.4 Bolter stands next to George,

who is summoning up his

battledroids. He looks on with

s bit of disgust.

BOLTER

I am fine, but I can’t say the

same about whatsitsface over

there. Whoever he is.

2.5 The demonic looking creature

slams it’s chest and roars. He

prepares to attack them with a

rush.

2.6 Both Bolter’s and George’s

face so a slight state of

shock.

2.7 George jumps out of the way

and Bolter uses his superspeed

ability to head for a safer

location.

2.8 The muscley and barbaric

looking demon slams into

another wall, which crumbles

beneath it’s might. In the

background we see onlookers

trying to get away.
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3.1 Suddenly a burst of lightning

comes down from the sky and

it’s the being in it’s back.

We see Bolter standing in

the background, electricity

crackling around him.

3.2 It turns around, it’s back

still sizzling, and is hit by

a barrage of bullets designed

to take down elephants. It

hardly sratches him.

3.3 The being picks up a nearby

telephone poll and swings it

towards George who uses his

rocketboots to fly out of the

way. One of his battledroids

isn’t so lucky and get’s

smashed to pieces.

3.4 From the creatures side we see

Bolter storming on, his entire

body covered in electric

current.

3.5 He charges up and unleashes

another strong attack.

3.6 It hit’s the being, who was

preparing to ram Bolter right

in the side of it’s cheek.

It is flung away towards the

middle of the street and hits

a car. It’s passenger manages

to get out even though he’s in

a state of shock.

3.7 The creature slowly get’s up

and grunts.

3.8 In a small panel we see his

eyes light up again, and a

bloodthirsty smile appears on

it’s face.
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4.1 Then, out of the blue, a guy

wearing a mask with a green

skull on it appears behind it

and starts sapping it’s energy

and strength. The creature

resists, but the newcomer

latches to it’s back and

continues to drain him.

4.2 Ultimately, it falls face

first onto the asphalt road.

The mysterious green-clad hero

kneels on it.

4.3 Bolter and George close-in,

and look quite surprised.

BOLTER

That was pretty neat, I wish I

could do that.

4.4 The newly arrived hero

stands up and bows. He starts

speaking with a slightly grave

voice.

GREEN SKULL

I am sorry that I disturbed you

with this fight. He managed to

elude me for a bit. But I thank

thee for your help.

4.5 Bolter and George look at each

other in surprise.

4.6 Then Bolter extends his hand

as a sign of good faith.

BOLTER

Don’t worry about it, we’re

glad we could be of assistance.

Life has been slow for a while

actually. And hanging out in clubs

is not all that. I am Bolter by

the way.

4.7 Green Skull grabs his hand and

shakes it.

GREEN SKULL

An honor to meet you, I am Green

Skull.

4.8 Green Skull looks at George

and nods.
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4.9 George nods and introduces

himself.

GEORGE FOSWELL

George Foswell. Yes, I am the

uncle of Freddy, a.k.a Foxbat

before you ask any further. I

don’t get it myself either.
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5.1 Green Skull looks at the

still downed brute. Bolter

and George do the same.

BOLTER

So, eh, what is that thing?

5.2 A memory of Green Skull kicks

in. He has a form of instant

recollection so he describes

everything in great detail. We

see him reading a large book

which emanates a green smoke.

He is speaking in some sort of

demonique tongue.

Caption: "I was experimenting with

a form of demon invocation. My

family originates from Tibet,

specifically a certain group

of monks, that wanted to save

the country from the Chinese.

For millenia they had the power

to summon and control demons,

and I discovered their ancient

manuscript."

5.3 A small green glowing line

begins to appear inside

his house, where various

artifacts from around the

world are displayed. Green

Skull continues to speak in

tongue.

Caption: "You see, I knew I had

special powers. I just wanted to

make sure I was not alone and that

I had backup I could count on. So

I decided to summon forth my own

demon. Only, the invocation was

disturbed by my brother in law."

BROTHER IN LAW

What are you...?

5.4 A door swings open, and a

man steps inside, straight

into the green line which has

become bigger. Startled, Green

Skull stops his invocation.

Caption: "Startled, I prematurely

stopped reciting the neccessary

words and the portal I had opened

started to warp. My brother in law

was trapped inside it."

BROTHER IN LAW

Huh? Hey.. What is this? What...

5.5 The portal’s energy lashes

out and Green Skull’s brother

in law starts to contort

in strange directions. The

energies also hit Green Skull,

but the damage is lessened.

Caption: "He started to change in

front of my eyes and I am afraid

some of the uncontrolled energies

managed to hit me. However, I was

knocked out and by the time I came

to, he was gone.
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5.6 A huge hole in his appartment

shows the creature’s point of

exit.

Caption: "It’s been six years

and he’s finally out. Just need

to lock him up so that I can

work on a way to get rid of the

inhuman energies that twisted and

corrupted both of us."

5.7 Bolter and George both look in

amazement.

5.8 Both nod at Green Skull. BOLTER

We we’re glad we could be of

assistance.
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6.1 Green Skull applies some

special form of warding to

the taken down brute and binds

his wrists with infused binds.

All the time he is looking at

Bolter and George.

GREEN SKULL

Did you two team up by the way?

6.2 Bolter smiles and nods. George

also smiles.

BOLTER

Yes, well. We kind of did.

GEORGE FOSWELL

We formed a so-called supergroup

with some others, although we dont

have a name yet.

6.3 An aeriel view of the three

with the brute still lying on

the ground.

BOLTER

You’re welcome to join if you’d

like, I think. We have to ask the

other members first. Especially

Shadow Wolf, I don’t think he’d

mind but he’s not really fond of

demonic powers.

6.4 Green Skull nods.

6.5 The three shake hands and

Green Skull readies himself

to take away his twisted, but

now fallen, brother in law.

GREEN SKULL

I shall think about it, mind if we

keep in touch?

BOLTER

No, no problem at all. Hope to

hear from you soon.


